
hforlunately, this month I feel
the need for a little rant to get
a few things of my chest.

Events and communications
in the last few months have made me
wonder where this great sport of ours is
heading. It seems in some quarters that
respect, decorum and camaraderie has
gone completely out of the window.

I question whether the game is actually
moving forward or has got stuck in the
dark ages.

You only have to read DRI's Without
Bias to realise that the modem-day game
has, in some instances, gone pear shaped.

We hit the tabloids in July after a'punch
up'in Sussex - any news is good news
I guess.

Social media has been hruzingwith
queries, some of which defy belief and
games are having to be replayed because
players and officials don't know the
rules. I guess this is not a new thing and

I suspect that the increased use ofsocial
media to promote our sport highlights
even more how common some of these

daft occurrences actually are.

Of more of a concern to me as an

official is the apparent lack of respect

amongst our own. In the good old days

when progressing through the ranks of
experience and appointment, there was
encouragement and mentorship all the
way.

It would appear now that it's a case of
'self-serving at the cost of all others'.

It hurts to hear of up and coming
officials being disrespected behind their
backs and not supported and encouraged.

Or in one incident a governing body
administrator allegedly being verbally
abused in relation to the selection of an

umpire. Is this a sign of the way the sport
is heading?

Are we becoming more ruthless in
our quests for success? I sincerely hope

not and indeed I believe these are very
isolated cases and I am really encouraged
by the vibrancy of bowls on social media
around the world.

We must remain positive and drive
this sport forward to succeed and if we
have to leave some qmics and those that
have little respect for the game and each

other behind then so be it. Rant over,
let's move on to some queries that have
popped up in the last couple of months.

Are we now becoming too politically
correct for our own good? Well judging
by a question that was raised on Facebook
recently it would certainly seem so.

POLITICAL CORRECTNESS
"Can anyone tellme the rules on
chalking a toucher, I have been told it is
wrong now to use a cross and must be
two lines only. Where are the rules to be

found on this please?"
There is indeed a law that deals with

marking touchers but it doesn't go into so

much detail to speci8, what shape, size,
quantrty or colour the mark should be.

'Law 15.1 Atoucher must be marked
with chalk by a member of the team that
delivered the bowl or the marker as soon

as it comes to rest.'

It transpired during the discussion
that there is a perception, not only at
club level but intemational that'It is

considered not PC to mark with x (kiss)
under safeguarding as it could send the
wrong vibes'.

As I am sure you can imagine the
discussion became quite protracted when
this was intimated. So, good practice

Above: It is good
practice to msrk
a toucher on two
sides just in case
it lands in the
ditch on one of
the chalk marks

Below: Two
lines on a bowl
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